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Abstract 
We study permutation e umeration f the hyperoctahedral group B~ through a combinatorial 
use of the B~-anaiogues of symmetric functions, denoted As. We define an appropriate homo- 
morphism ~:AB --, Q[x] and remarkably, applying this homomorphism to one of the bases of Aa 
produces polynomials which correspond to enumerating B~ with respect to descents. Applying 
to a second basis corresponds to enumerating a conjugacy class of B~ with respect to a new 
descent type statistic which arises naturally. 
1. Introduction 
A study of permutation enumeration of the symmetric group Sn through a combi- 
natorial use of symmetric functions is found in [1,2]. In [2], the author and Remmel 
give combinatorial proofs to results of Brenti [4], as well as several extensions tothose 
results. The results for the symmetric group are obtained by defining the following bo- 
momorphism on A, the ring of symmetric fmlctious. Brenti defines a homomorphism 
~:A --~ Q[x] on the elementary symmetric functions 
(l _ ~)k-, 
~(ek) k! ' (l) 
where ~(e0) = 1. Here are the highlights of the combinatorial properties and connec- 
tions with permutation enumeration that Brenti proves about the homomorphism. For 
E Sn, d(~) and e(~) deno2e the number of descents and excedances of~, respectively. 
A.lx) !. n!~(hn) = -7 -  = Y~a~s. xd(°), where An(x) is the nth Eulerian polynomial. 
2. T, ¢(P~.) = ~-'~o~s,¢~.) x ¢), where Sn(A) = {~r E Sn:cycle type of ~ = ~.}. 
3. An expression for the leading coefficient of ~(s~). 
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Brenti establishes his results by mostly algebraic means. In [2], combinatorial proofs 
are given for the first two results using the combinatorial interpretations for the entries 
of the transition matrices between bases of symmetric functions. In addition, the defini- 
tion of a new combinatorial object is given which leads to a combinatorial expression 
for the coefficients of the polynomial ~(s;.). 
In this paper, we study permutation enumeration of the hyperoctahedral group Bn in 
the same spirit as we studied permutation enumeration of the symmetric group. The 
combinatorial proofs arising in the study of permutation enumeration of S. suggest 
the appropriate ring homomorphism to define on the B.-analogue of the elementary 
symmetr;c functions. Let As denote the B~-analogue of the ring of symmetric functions. 
As we will further discuss in Section 2, the analogue of the elementary symmetric 
functions of degree n is given in 2-ring notation (see [9] for a discussion of ).-ring 
notation) as e;.(X +.~)e i , (X - .~)  where ). and ll are partitions uch that 121 + [/~[ = n. 
We define (:AB ~ Q[x] on ek(X +.~) and ek(X - ) ( )  by 
((ek (X + .~)) = ( 1 - x)l~- ! + x(x - 1 )k- ! 
2kk! . (2) 
((ek(X _ .~)) = ( 1 -- x) k-l -- x( 1 -- x) k-! 
2kk! . (3) 
Using this homomorphism and the transition matrices between the bases of As, we 
give B,-anaiogues of the results for Sn. Most notably, we show that applying the 
homomorphism to the Bn-analogue of the homogeneous symmetric functions produces 
polynomials that result from enumerating over Bn with respect o the Bn-descent statis- 
tic. Applying the homomorphism to the Bn-analogue of the power symmetric functions 
results in polynomials obtained by enumerating over conjugacy classes of Bn with re- 
spect to a new descent ype statistic which arises naturally. We also discuss the effects 
of applying the homomorphism to the Bn-anaiogue of the Schur, monomial, and the 
so-called 'forgotten symmetric' functions of Doubilet and Rota [6]. 
2. Preliminaries 
We begin by presenting some general notation and definitions which will be used 
throughout the paper. Then, we will discuss the Bn-analogues of the symmetric func- 
tions and the combinatorial definitions of the transition matrices between some of the 
bases of this space, and we will further discuss the homomorphism as defined by (2) 
and (3). 
We let P = {1,2,3 .... }. For n E P, we have partitions of n, 2 = (21 ,22  . . . . .  2 / ) ,  
where 0 < 21 ~< ... ~<).t and n = 12[ = 21 +" -+2t .  The number of parts of a partition 
,;. is denoted by /(2). The Ferrers' diagram F;. of 2 is the diagram which consists of 
left justified rows of squares or cells of lengths ,;q, 22 .....  21 reading from top to bottom. 
For 2 a partition of n, also denoted 2 t- n, the Fetters' diagram of conjugate shape, 




IlL1 1 121215 
(b) 
F;,, is the diagram of left justified cells with column heights 2z,2z-t . . . . .  ~ reading 
from left to right, i.e. F;, is obtained from F~. by flipping F~. abou' li~e 45 ° line. 
If we denote a partition as 2 = (Ira',2 m2 ... . .  n m~) where mi is the number of parts 
of length i, then we put z;. = Iml2 m2 ...nmnml!m2! .. .m~! Let 2*p denote the diagram 
that results by removing the rectangle of shape I~z~)~ from the diagram corresponding ~.'~1 ) 
to the partition (21 .... 2zt~.),2zt~.) + pb...,2z(~) + Pz(~)). An example of 2 •/~ is given 
in Fig. l(a). 
For 2 I- n, a tableau T of shape 2 is a filling of  the Fetters' diagram F~ with elements 
from {1,2 .... } such that entries in the rows and columns are weakly increasing from 
left to right and from bottom to top. A tableau T is column-strict (or semis~andard) 
if it is strictly increasing in the columns. An example of a column- strict tableau is 
shown in Fig. l(b). A tableau of shape ~. t- n is standard if the column strict diagram 
is filled with integers {1,2 .. . . .  n}. We denote by if" the number of standard tableaux 
of shape 2. 
Let T be a colunm strict tableau of shape 2 and let ~.j denote the element of  T in 
the ith row and jth column. Then the weight of ,'.he tableau, w(T) is given by 
w(T)= I~ xr, r (4) 
(i,j)EF~ 
If T is the tableau in Fig. l(b), then w(T) = ~x4x3~x~5~. 
A sequence of integers {al, a2 .. . . .  ak } is said to unimodal if there exists an i, 1 ~< i ~< k
such that a] ~a2~ . . "  ~a i  and ai~ai+l ~ "'" ~ak .  The sequence is said to be sym- 
metric if ai = a~-i for i = 1,2 .. . . .  L~J. A polynomial is said to be symmetric (resp. 
unimodal) if the coefficients form a symmetric (resp. unimodal) sequence. 
The hyperoctahedral group B~ is the group of signed permutations, i.e. for or E Bn, 
o' I 0"2 0"3 0"n 
where ori E {+1,+-2 .. . . .  +n}. The conjugacy "classes of Bn are indexed by pairs 
(2,p) t- n where (2,p) I- n denotes a pair of partitions uch that [2[ + j#[ = n. The 
conjugacy class B~(~.,p) of B~ consists of those signed permutations orsuch that the 
cycles of or which contain an even number of negative lements induce the partition 
2 and those cycles of or which contain an odd number of negative lements induce 
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the partition p. We have 
2"n! 
IBa(2,/a)l = [{a ~ Bn :cycle type of a = (2,g)}l = 2tt~.)+lt~)z;.z. 
~Je define the following linear order (9. 
1 <o2 <o""  <on <~9"'" <o-n  <o""  <o-2  <o-1  (5) 
For a E Bn, let a = tr la2-.-a~, where tri E {+1,4-2 . . . . .  +n}, be a permutation i  
one-line notation. For such a permutation, i is a Bn-descent if cr i >o  cri+l. We denote 
the number of descents of a by 
ds(a)  = I{i: ai >o  tr~+l, 1 <~i<~n}l, 
where crn+l = n + 1 (see [11]). 
For a E Bn, let a = (ahcq , - . -  trh,,)(tr2,tr2..---a2,,,)--.(trtqak,--" ak, k,) be the per- 
mutation in cycle notation. Then, fur such a permutation, a Bn-decedance occurs at 
the jth position in the ith cycle if ai, >o  tri,+,, for 1 ~<j < l( i) or if tri,,~ >o tri,, for 
j = i(i). If k denotes the number of cycles of a, we define the number of decedances 
of a to be 
k 
des(a)  = ~ (l{J: tri, > o ci .... 1 ~<j < 1(i)}1 + X(ai,,,, > o ai, )). 
i=1  
For example, if a = (5 - 8 - 2)(14 - 3 ) ( -6  - 7) then des(a)  = 3. Note that the 
decedance statistic has not been defined befure; we will show that it arises naturally. 
To avoid confusion between egative lements and negative signs which will appear 
in our combinatorial proofs, we will refer to the positive entries of a Bn-permutation as
'regular elements' and to the negative ntries as 'barred elements'. With this notation, 
the following permutations are equivalenz: 
(5 - 8 - 2)(1 4 - 3 ) ( -6  - 7) = (582)(143)(6"1). 
2.1. The Bn-analoques of  symmetric functions 
Recently, Stembridge [13] defined a natural analogue of the Frobenius map Fs 
for the hyperoctahedral group B,. Let AB = ~]~,~>0 Ash where Ash = As,(x, Yc) de- 
notes the space ~=0 Ak(x) ® A.-k(~).  Here An(x) and An(~) are the usual sym- 
metric functions homogeneous of degree n in the variables x = xl,x2 . . . . .  xN and £ = 
~j,.rc2 . . . . .  .7c~v, N>~n, respectively. Let C(Bn) denote the class functions of the group 
Bn, and let Io.,~,)(a)be the function with value 1 on permutations of cycle type (2,p) 
and 0 otherwise. Then, the Bn-anaiogue of the Frobenius map, FB:C(Bn) "--' As,(x, Yc), 
is given as 1~ ,,~ -*  Ip~(x)lp~,(Yr~, 
• " ~ g ,  " t, ' 
There are four linear characters of Bn : In (the trivial character), ~, (the sign char- 
acter), /i n (the parity character), and /i,~n (the determinant character). These linear 
characters are defined by declaring their value on Bn(~.p) to be 1, (.~-!)n-;~)-tta~, 
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( -1 )  t(") and ( -1 )  "-/0~), respectively. It is shown in [15] that the images of these lin- 
ear characters under FB are given in A-ring notation by: Fa(1,) = hn(X+,~), F~(e,) = 
e,(X + X), Fn(6,)= hn(X-  X), and Fe(6ntn) = e,,(X- 2).  Furthermore. Stembridge 
shows that Fn(X ~'~) = s~.(X+.~)s~,(X-.,~) where Z ~ denotes the irreducible character 
corresponding the pair of partitions (A, p). 
We can define ten standard bases for the Bn-analogue of the symmetric functions. 
The B,-character inner product is [15] 
and 
(Ifz,). I¢~.p)) = 2-tO')zT,~2-t(U)z~6~.=6p.p. 
{ m(x)p.(_____~) ~ and {s~.(x + X)s.(X - 2)}(~.)+. 
are self-dual bases of Aa,(x,~). By Jacobi-Trudi identities, we have the follow- 
ing spanning sets: {h~(X + ,~)h~(X - "~)}O,#~-n, {h;.(X + ,~)e~(X - ,~)}O,#~-n, 
{e;.(X+,~)h~(X-,Y)}(~,#~-n, and {e~(X+,~)e#(X-,Y)}(;~#~-n. The number of elements 
in each of these spanning sets implies that these are in fact bases of AB,(x,~). Moreover, 
any element of one of these bases is the Frobenius image of a natural representation 
of Bn. For example let(2,p)~-n, B~ =B~ x . . .  xB;,, B~ =B~ x . . -xBm,  I,i denote 
the trivial representation B~, and A u denote the representation whose character is 
the parity character on B~. Then if 17. ® 6p TB~xa~ is the character of 12 ® 3~, e, Ta~xa,,, 
F(I;. ® 6, a. Tn~,,a.) = h~(X + 2)h . (X  - X) .  
We define dual bases to the Bn elementary and the Bn homogeneous symmetric 
functions which are analogues of the monomial and forgotten ~ymmetric functions. 
Namely, we define {m~(X+,~)m~(X-.~)}t~.~-n, {m~(X+.~)f~(X-X)}o.~-n, {f~(X+ 
.~)mg(X- "~)}O.g~-,, and {fa(X +.~) f , (X -  ,~)}(~s~-n. For notational convenience, 
we will sometimes denote p~(x)p~(~) as p;t[~, e.~(X +.~)h~(X-.~) as e,z[t~, etc. 
2.2. Transition matrices between the bases of Ae. 
Studying permutation enumeration of Bn requires the use of the wansition matrices 
between these bases of AB,(x,~). Most of the transition matrices are just cumprised of 
pairs of the transition matrices between the bases of A,(x) as defined by E~-cio~lu 
and Remmel in [7,8]. However, the matrices between p~(x)p~(~) and the ~ bases 
are more interesting, and in these cases, it was necessary to develop the combinatorial 
definitions of these matrices ourselves [3]. 
Below, we introduce the necessary combinatorial objects and the corresponding iden- 
tities that we shall use. A complete study can be found in [3,7,8]. 
• Brick tabloids 
We define combinatorial objects called ~-brick tabloids of shape 2. We introduce 
them here by way of an example; details can be found in [7]. 
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Fig. 2. An element of .~'.# 
For • a partition of n, we create bricks of length equal to the length of the parts of 
a. For example, if ~ = (1,1,1,2), then we have the following ~-bricks: 
D 1--1D FT-1 
Let 2 = (2,3). Then the a-brick tabloids of shape 2 are: 
Basically, two rules must be followed: (1) u-bricks can not overlap, and (2) each 
brick must lie within a single row. 
In our combinatorial interpretations, we will be concerned with the number B~.a of 
~-brick tabloids of shape 2. In the example above, B(l,t,t,2).(2,3) = 3. We denote by 
B~,~. the set of all u-brick tabloids of shape 2. Then we may express the homogeneous 
symmetric functions in terms of the elementary symmetric functions as follows: 
h:. = ~ ( -  1 )n-t(~)B~,i.e~. (6) 
-d..-n 
• Weighted brick tabloids 
Next, we consider the transition matrix used to express the Bn-analogue of the power 
symmetric functions in terms of the Bn-analogue of the elementary symmetric functions. 
Let .~F~ =. tabloids of shape 2 , /~  filled with ~-bricks and l-bricks such that 
each row consists of either all a-bricks or all //-bricks. An example of an element of 
,~'~.'/~,,, is given in Fig. 2 where 2 = (52,102),/t = (62,9,13),a = (12,23,32,42,5), and 
1 = (18,23,34,5,6). The l-bricks are shaded. 
Each brick b in a tableau f E ~- '# is given a weight denoted by w(b), according ~,/~, 
to the following rule. 
w(b)={ [b[ otherwise,if b is at the end °f  a row' 
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I p = [ 1,2.5,5,6) 
, ] 3. = (1~,3,3,4,6)  
- - -  q - I  
-~-- I I I  W(r)=.~ 
Fig. 3. 
and 
w(f )  = H w(b). 
bEf 
In [3], it is shown that p:./5, may be expressed in terms of e~g# as follows. 
21(>')+t{~)p~.~=  ~ (-l)n-I(~)-'<P)-:(P)w(f)e~ep, (7) 
where i#(p) is the number of rows of p filled by /S-bricks, and w(f )  is defined as 
above. We also will use the following expression involving ~;:.~. 
m~th~= E E ~1 (_l)t(~)+/OO_/(~)_t(p)_:(~)w(f)p~p~p (8) 
• Special rim hook tabloids 
Next we introduce special rim hooks and special rim hook tabloids. These com- 
binatorial objects are developed in [8] where they are used to give a combinatorial 
interpretation of the inverse Kostka matrix. 
Consider a Ferrets' diagram of shape 2. A rim hook of 2 is a SC~luence of cells h 
along the north-east boundary of F~. so that any ~'o  consecutive cells in h share an 
edge and the removal from F~. of the calls in h leaves a Fetters' diagram of anotl~" 
partition. Given partitions p C 2, we say that 2 - p is a special rim hook if 2 - p is 
a rim hook and 2 - # contains a cell from the first column of 2. A special rim hook 
tableau T of shape 2 is a sequence of partitions T = (0 = A(°)C20)C. . -CA {k} -- 
2) such that for each 1 <~i<~k, 20) - Ao-I) is a special rim hook of 2(i). The type 
of the special rim hook tableau T is the partiion determined by the integers 12(o - 
2o-~)1. Define the weight of the special rim hook hi = 2 (0 -2  (i-l} to be w(hi) = 
( -1 )  '~h')-I where r(hD equals the number of rows that hi occupies. The weigJ~t of 
T is 
k 
w(T)  = I-I w(20) - 20-I)) • 
i=l 
We illustrate a special rim hook tabloid, T, in Fig. 3. Her=, p is the type of the tabloid, 
i.e. the parts of # correspond to the lengths of the hooks. 
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In [8], E~ecio~lu and Remmel show that if 2 and p are partitions of n, then the pth, 
2th entry of the inverse Kostka matrix is given by K~,~ = ~-~r w(T) where the sum is 
over all special rim hook tabloids of shape ;L and type p. Keeping this combinatorial 
definition in mind, we shall use the following expressions: 
--I e s;. = ~ K~.~, ~ (9) 
p~-n 
- !  
s> : E K~.~h. (10) 
pl-n 
The homomorphism: Because {e>.(X+.~)e,(X -)()}(~..~,)V-n is a basis for AB~(x,~), (2) 
and (3) define a ring homomorphism on the whole space. Note that the homomorphism 
can be put in a simpler form, but as given it suggests the weighting that we will use 
on the combinatorial objects. The 2kk! is not actually necessary, as we will see, but 
including it allows us to multiply through by the size of a conjugacy class or by the 
size of the group, as was done in the S, case [2]. 
3. An. homogeneous symmetric functions under 
The transition matrices between e;.(X +,~)ei((X- )() and h~.(X + )( )h~(X-  .~) are 
just pairs of the matrices from the Sn case, h>.(X + ,~) being expressable in terms of 
e~(X +.~) and h~(X-,~) being expressable in terms of ep(X-,~).  Consequently, we 
consider ~(h;.(X + )()) and ( (h~(X-  ,~)) separately. 
h,(X +.~) under (: We give a combinatorial proof of the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let n E P and let ~ : A8 --~ Q[x] be the rin q homomorphism defined by 
(2) and (3). Then 
2"n!~(h~(X + ,~)) = ~ x d"("). (11 ) 
aEB. 
Proof. We begin by expressing hn(X + ,~) combinatorially in terms of e~(X + ,~), 
using the special case of expression (6) where ,~. = (n). 
hn(X +,Y) = ~ (-i)'-/(')B~.(,)e~(X + ,~) 
~tl-'n 
Applying the homomorphism to both sides and multiplying by the size of Bn, we 
have 
2"n!~.(h,(X + )()) = ~ ( -  ! )n-t(~)2nn!B~,(n)~(e~(X + ,~)) 
_ n- I (~)  n ! I(~) _X)~_  I l ) : t _  I -~( - i )  2 n.B~.(n)H (I +x(x -  
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~-n TEdO~.(~) 
I(~) 
xH( (x -  I) 2'-I +x(l - x)~'-l). (12) 
i=l 
The right-hand side of expression (12) corresponds to a sum of weighted signed com- 
binatorial objects, i.e. 
( n )  t(~) 1)~,-, __X)~, - I  
~ r~ ..... ~l I-I ((x - + x(l ) 
= ~ san(o)w(o). (13) 
oGc-~, 
First we describe these objects and show that (13) holds. Then, we describe a sign 
reversing, weight preserving involution on the objects in ffha such that the fixed 
points will correspond to enumerating elements in B~ with respect o descents, thus 
proving ( 11 ). 
The objects in ,/~ao are single row ~-brick tabloids of  length n. Each brick is filled 
with a decreasing sequence of integers from the set {1,2 . . . . .  n} such that each integer 
appears exactly once in the tabloid. For each brick ai, I <~i<~l(~) in a tabloid o 6 ff~, 
of length ai either 
1. the weight of each of the cells, w(cj), l<~j<<.~i, of ai is defined as 
1 if cj is at the end of the brick, 
w(cj) = 1 or x otherwise, 
where here and in the following involutions ' 1 or x'  means that w(cj) can be either 1 
or x. The sign of each cell is defined as 
- 1 if w(ej) = 1 and cj is not at the end of a brick, 
sgn(cj) = + I otherwise, or 
2. the weight of each of the cells, w(cj), I <<.j <<. ~i, of ai is defined as 
fx  if (cj) is at the end of the brick, 
w(cj ) 
or x otherwise, 
and the sign of each cell is defined as 
-1  if w(cj) =x  and c) is not at the end of a brick, 
san(c J) = + 1 otherwise. 
For o E C~, the sign san(o) is then defined as 
n 
sgn(o) = I-[ san(cj), 
j= l  
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1 1 -X X -X °X X X -1 X I 1 X X -1 X X 1 
Fig. 4. Combinatorial object in c'~, 
and the weight w(o)  is defined as 
w(o)  = I-I w(c j ) .  
j=l 
Bricks being weighted and sige.~d according to (1) above will be referred to as 'regular 
bricks', and bricks being weighted and signed according to (2) above will be referred 
to as 'barred bricks'. Fig. 4 shows a typical object in (ghBo. 
Now we verify that (13) holds. The second sum on the left-hand side of (13) clearly 
shows that the objects are ~t-brick tabloids of shape (n). The multinomial coefficient 
will fill each brick with a sequence of integers from {1,2 . . . . .  n}; by convention, we 
choose these integers to be placed in decreasing order. The weights and signs for the 
bricks are given by one of two terms. Either a brick of length ~i can be weighted 
by (x -  1 )~,-t, where we use the convention that if c is a cell in the brick then 
sgn(c)w(c)  = +x or sgn(c )w(c )= -1 ,  unless c is the last cell in the brick in which 
case sgn(c)w(c)  = +1. Alternatively, a brick can by weighted by x(l -x )  ~'-l, where 
we use the convention that if c is a cell in the brick then son(c)w(c)  = -x  or 
sgn(c)w(c)  = +1, unless c is the last cell in the brick in which case sgn(c) 
w(c)  = +x. 
For our involution, we check from the left of a tableau until we find the leftmost 
occurrance of one of the four conditions described below, and then we perform the 
corresponding operation. 
1. There is a decrease between the last element of a regular brick and the first 
element in an adjacent regular brick. If c denotes the last cell of the first brick, then 
sgn(c)w(c)  = +1. We join the two bricks together and reverse the sign on c so ~hat 
sgn(c)w(c)  = - 1. 
2. There is a decrease between the last element of a barred brick and the first 
element in an adjacent barred brick: If c denotes the last cell of the first brick, then 
sgn(c)w(c)  = +x. We join the two bricks together and reverse the sign on c so that 
s~n(c)w(c)  = -x .  
3. We see a cell c in a regular brick such that sgn(c)w(c)  = -1 :  We cut the 
brick after cell c into two regular bricks and we reverse the sign on c so that sgn(c) 
w(c)  = +i .  
4. We see a cell c in a barred brick such that sgn(c)w(c)  = -x :  We cut the brick 
after cell c into two barred bricks and we reverse the sign on c so that 
son(c)w(c)  = +x. 
An example of the involution is given in Fig. 5. The involution is obviously sign 
reversing, and because we do not change the entries otherwise, the involution preserves 
the number of x's in the tableau. 
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1 1 X X -X -X X X -1 X 1 1 X X -1 X X 1 
Fig. 5. Involution. 
1 1 x 1 11  x X 1 1 1 X X X x x I 
Fig. 6. Fixed point. 
We have that our fixed points will be those ~-brick tableaux of shape (n) 
where 
1. in each brick either 
(a) if c is the cell at the end of a brick, then son(c)w(c) = +1, and otherwise 
sgn(c)w(e) = +x, or 
(b) if c is the cell at the end of a brick, then sgn(c)w(c) = +x, and otherwise 
sgn(c)w(c) = +1, and 
2. the integers decrease within each brick, and increase between all adjacent regular 
bricks and all adjacent ba~ed bricks. 
Fig. 6 gives an example of  a fixed point. We regard the elements along the row of a 
fixed point as a permutation of Bn in one line notation. The integers in regular bricks 
(bricks where the last cell is weighted with a +1) are regarded as regular elements 
and the integers in barred bricks (bricks where the last cell is weighted with a +x) are 
regarded as barred elements of the permutation. For example, the previous fixed point 
corresponds to 
=16 14 9 15 13 10 6 17 3 12 11 1 8 7 5 4 2 
Recall the linear order we defined in (5): 
1 <o 2 <o "'" <o  n <o "'" <o  -n  <o""  <6~ -2  <o-1 .  
With respect o O, we have weighted each filling or permutation with a -~-x ev- 
ery place that the values decrease (at a descent), and we have weighted with a 
+1 the places of the increases (where there is no descent). The last element in 
the row is weighted with a +x if it is a barred element and a +1 otherwise. Tiffs 
is exactly what we want because of the definition of the descent statistic is such 
that a descent occurs at the last position only if the element is a barred element. 
This proves that we have enumerated the permutations of B~ with ~spect to 
descents. [] 
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Note that if we let E(t)  = Y~k>>.o ek(X +.~)t k, then 
C(E(t)) = Z (1 - x)  k- I  + x(x - 1)k- ltk 
2kk! 
k >~O 
(,-x) Z "+ E x(x_,)'A 
-- k~>0 k~>0 2kk--------~l ) 
= I (e 'O-x)/2 -- xet(X- I )/2 ). (14) 
(I --x) 
Using expression (14), we easily derive a generating function for the polynomial in 
expression (1 ! ) as given in the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.1. 
t k 
Z r, E 
k~>0 ¢rEB~ 
l - -X  
et(X - 1 ) __ xet(  I --x) " 
Proof. We let H(2t) = Y~>~oh,,(X +.~)(2t) k and we use the well-known identity 
H(t)  = ~ [10]. Hence by ~!4), 
.C(H(2t)) 
! l - -x  
.~(E(-2t)) e '(x-t) -xd  ~t-x) 
and Theorem 3.1 gives the desired result. 
h, , (X -  ,Y) under ~: We combinatorially derive a surprisingly simple expression for 
h, (X - .~)  under the homomorphism, and the following theorem of Reiner [12] provides 
insight as to the significance of this result. 
Theorem 3.2 (Reiner). 
6n( ff )X d~('rl = ~ gn( tT ~¢ ds('r) : (I - x) n, 
aEB,, oEB.  
where 6, and ~:n are the B, parity and the si.qn characters, respectively. 
Now, we prove the following. 
Theorem 3.3. Let  n E P and let ~ : AB -* Q[x] he the ring homomorphism defined by 
(2) and (3). Then 
2"nff(h,(X. - .~)) = (I - x)" = ~ 6,,(alx~d~(~. (15) 
aEB. 
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Proof. We combinatorially prove the first equality; the second equality fc.qows from 
Theorem 3.2. We begin with expression (6) where ,:. = (n) 
hn(X - ,Y) -- ~ ( -  1 )n-I(~)B~,(n)e~(X - .Y). 
Then we have 
2"n!~(h,(X - .Y) ) = Z ( -  1 )"-/(~)2"n!B~.(,)~(e~(X - ,Y) ) 
~-n 
/__.,~" ( -  l )n-l(~)2nn[B~.(n) ~'~ ( 1 -- x) ~'-I -- x( l - x) ~'-I 
~l-n 11i= I 2 ~' ~ti [ 
1(2) 
( n ) H( (x_  I)~i_I _x (X_  ]),,_I)" 
= Z Z CXI •..  O~/(z) 
:d-n TC.~/,.I,, i=l 
(16) 
The right-hand side of (16) is equivalent o Y]o~c~. sgn(o)w(o). The objects in fin h. 
are similar to the objects in Chn in that they are single row ,,-brick tabloids of  length 
n such that each brick is filled with a decreasing sequence of  integers from the set 
{I ,2 . . . . .  n}. Moreover, if  ai denotes the length of brick ai, then the weights are as 
before. However, the signs of the cells are defined differently. More explicitly, for a 
brick at either 
1. the weight of each of the cells, w(c D, I<~j<~i, of a~ is defined as 
1 i f  cj is at the end of the brick, 
w(cj) = 1 or x otherwise, 
and the sign of each cell is defined as 
- I i f  w(cj) = i and cj is not at the end of  a brick, 
s~tn(cj) = + 1 otherwise, 
or 
2. The weight of each of  the cells, w(cj), 1 <~j<~%, ofai is defined as 
I / i f  cj is at the end of the brick, 
w(cj) = ._  or x otherwise, 
and the sign of  each cell is defined as 
+1 if w(cj) = x and cj is not at the end of  a brick, 
son(cj) = - I otherwise. 
As previously, for o E ~o,  the sign sgn(o) is defined as sgn(o) = H~j~=z sgn(cj), and 
the weight w(o) is defined as w(o) = n~=l w(cj). Bricks being weighted and signed 
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according to (1) above will be referred to as 'regular bricks', and bricks being weighted 
and signed according to (2) above will be referred to as 'barred bricks'. The verification 
that 
l(a) 
Z~n TCn,.,.,Z ( n~,...~t(,) ) I~( (x -  l)~'-' -x (x -  l)~'-')= Z o~e~. 
is analogous to the verification of (13). We will perform two involutions on the objects 
in fib 
hn" 
First involution: The first involution is very similar to the involution given in the 
interpretation of ~(h,(X + )()). Basically, the only difference is how we perform the 
involution on the barred bricks. More explicitly, we check from the left of a tableau 
until we find the leflmost occurrance of one of the four conditions described below, 
and then we perform the corresponding operation. 
1. There is a decrease between the last element of a regular brick and the first 
element in an adjacent regular brick: If c denotes the last cell of the first brick, then 
sgn(c)w(e) = +1. We join the two bricks together and reverse the sign on c so that 
sgn(c)w(c) = - 1. 
2. There is a decrease between the last element of a barred brick and the first 
element in an adjacent barred brick: If c denotes the last cell of the first brick, then 
sgn(c)w(c) = -x. We join the two bricks together and reverse the sign on c so that 
sgn(e)w(e) = +x. 
3. We see a cell c in a regular brick such that sgn(c)w(c) = -1 :  We cut the 
brick after cell c into two regular bricks and we reverse the sign on c so that 
son(c)w(c) = +1. 
4. We see a cell c in a barred brick such that sgn(c)w(c) = +x: We cut the brick 
after cell c into two barred bricks and we reverse the sign on c so that son(c)w(c)=-x. 
As before, the sign associated with an object is reversed by changing a + 1 to a -1  
or by changing a - ix  to a -x  and vice versa; hence the involution is sign reversing. 
Because we do not change the entries otherwise, the involution is weight preserving 
as well. We have that our fixed points after this first involution will be those g-brick 
tableaux of shape (n) where 
1. in each brick either 
(a) if c is the cell at the end of a brick, then sgn(c)w(c) = + 1, and otherwise 
sgn(c)w(c) = +x, or 
(b) if c is the cell at the end of a brick, then son(c)w(c) = -x, and otherwise 
son(e)w(e) = - 1, and 
2. the integers decrease within each brick, and increase between all adjacent regular 
bricks and all adjacent barred bricks. 
Fig. 7 gives an example of a fixed point after the first involution. 
Second involution: For the second involution, we check from the left of a tableau 
until we find the ieftmost occurrance of one of the four conditions described below, 
and then we perform the corresponding operation. 
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i,. sl,41311  i.i,15141,1 ] 
-1 -1 -1 -X X X 1 -1 -1-1 -X -1 -X X X X X I 
Fig. 7. Fixed point of first involution. 
-x -x -x -x I 1 1 -x 1 -x -x I I 
Fig. 8. Fixed point of second involution. 
1. If we have a barred brick of more than length one, we separate the first cell c of 
the brick into a separate regular brick, changing the sign of the cell c so that instead 
of having son(c)w(c)= -1 ,  we have son(c)w(c)= +1. 
2. If we have a regular brick of more than length one, we cut off the first cell c of 
the brick into a separate barred brick, changing the sign of the cell c so that instead 
of having son(c)w(c) = +x, we have sgn(c)w(c) -- -x .  
3. If there is a decrease between the element of a regular brick which consists of  a 
single cell c and the first element in an adjacent barred brick, we join the two bricks 
together, changing the sign of c so that instead of having son(c )w(c)= +1, we have 
sgn(c)w(c) = - 1. 
4. If there is a decrease between the element of a barred brick which consists of a 
single cell c and the first element in an adjacent regular brick, we join the two bricks 
together, changing the sign of c so that instead of having son(c)w(c) = -x,  we have 
son( c )w( c ) = -ix. 
In this involution, the sign associated with an object is reversed by changing a +I  
to a -1  or by changing a +x to a -x  and vice versa; hence the involution is sign 
reversing. Obviously, the involution is weight preserving as well. 
We have that our fixed points after this second involution will be In-brick tableaux 
of shape (n) where the integers increase between all the bricks (with respect o the 
usual linear order). Each single celled brick c can be weighted and signed such that 
either son(c)w(c) = +1 or son(c)w(c) = -x ,  conesponding to whether tbe brick is 
regular or barred, respectively. Fig. 8 gives an example of a fixed point. 
Clearly, there is only one way to fill the row with n integers. The only choice is 
how to weight and sign each oftbe n cells. I f c  is a cell then either son(c)w(c) = +1 
or son(c)w(c) = -x .  Hence, we have (16). [=] 
If we define B, = {~ E Bn: O'10"2 " ' 'O'n,  O'i E { i , i}} ,  then we immediately have the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 3.2. Let n E P and let ~ : Aa --* Q[x] be the tin 0 homomorphism defined 
by (2) ana (3). Then 
2"n!~(h.(X - 2 ) )  = ~.~.  ( -x)  da'~. 07)  
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h>.(X + X)  under ~: For our interpretation of 2"n[~(h).(X + )?)), we will use the 
following variation of the B,-descent statistic, denoted dB.>.(a), which involves both a 
permutation a and a partition 2. Let 2 = (2~,22 . . . . .  2t(~.)) I-- n and let a = a~a2-- .an 
be a permutation of Bn written in one line notation. We break a into pieces of lengths 
21,,;.2 . . . . .  2t(>.): 
[a l - - "  a~., ][a~.,+l-.. a~.,+~.,i . . . [an-~.,,,, " " an] 
To compute da.i.(a), we count only those descents that occur within a piece and we 
also count the number of elements that are barred and that occur last in a piece. More 
explicitly, let fdm().) = Z~= 12j, 1 ~< m ~< 1(2), then 
da.;.(a) = ]{i: ai >0 ai+l, I <~i<,n, i ~ f2m(2), 1 ~<m~<l(2)}l 
I(2) 
+ ~--~ Z(~rf~o,O.) >on+ 1). 
m= 1 
For example, if  a= 8 6 2 7 4 3 1 5 and ), = (1, 3, 4 ), then we break a into pieces 
[ 8] [6 2 7][4 3 1 5]. In this case, dB.,;(e) = 3. Note that dB(~r) = 4. Now we state 
and prove the following result: 
Theorem 3.4. Let n E P, let 2 ~- n, and let ~ : Aa ~ Q[x] be the rina homomorphism 
defined by (2) and (3). Then 
2nn!~(h~.(X +)~))  = ~ x dB,~(*) (18) 
~EB,, 
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof given for the interpretation of 
2nn!((hn(X + X). Therefore, we only give an outline of the proof. By the same steps 
as used in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have 
l(~) 
( l'l ) H ( (x_  i ) ,_ l  +x( l  _x ) , _ l ) "  
:d-n TE.J#~., i=1 
The right-hand side of this expression is equivalent to ~-~o~c~ sgn(o)w(o). The objects 
in C a differ from the objects in (~B in that instead of being single rows, we have /t- h, h,, 
brick tableaux of shape 2. The objects are signed and weighted as before. We perform 
the same involution on these objects, only now the involution is performed on each row 
of a tableau from top to bottom. The fixed points are tableaux such that the previous 
properties for hn(X + X)  hold along each row. Reading along each row of such a 
tableau, we get a permutation of Bn in one line notation. However, we do not know 
the relationship between the last element in a row and the first element in the next 
row. But, by the way we have defined dB.;.(a) this relationship never contributes to 
the statistic count. Hence, we have enumerated over B~ with respect o da.).(a). [] 
h~.(X -X )  under ~ : This case is fairly simple; we have the following. 
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Theorem 3.5. Let n E P, let 2 ~- n, and let ~: AB ~ Q[x] be the ring homomorphism 
defined by (2) and (3). Then 
2nn'~(h~.(X - ,~) ) = ( 2, 22n. . 21) ( l - x)  n 
= 2122---2! y~ 6n(tr)x aSIa). (19) 
oEB. 
Proof. We prove the first equality; the second equality follows from Theorem 3.2. By 
expressing h~.(X - X )  in terms of ea(X - X) ,  multiplying by 2nn!, and applying the 
homomorphism to each side, we have 
( ) 2nn~(h~(X-~)): ~ ~ n l_l((x_l)~_,_x(x_l)~,_,). 
zd-n TEJ~.~ ~tl " " " 0tl i=l 
The right-hand side of this expression is equivalent to a sum of weighted signed 
combinatorial objects which are nearly identical to the objects in ~;B except for in h. 
this case the objects are a-brick tableaux of shape 2 instead of single row tableaux. 
We perform the same two involutions as for the proof of Theorem 3.3, only now the 
involutions are performed on each row of a tableau from top to bottom. It is easy to 
see that the fixed points will be In-brick tableaux of shape 2 such that each row is 
filled with an increasing sequence from {1,2 . . . . .  n}. We must choose the integers for 
each of the !(2) rows. This can be done in (;.,;.:."..;.~,,) ways. Furthermore, ach cell c 
can be weighted such that sgn(c)w(c) = -x  or son(c)w(c) = + 1. Clearly, we have 
2nn '~(h i . (X - .~) )=( : ,122 .n .2 t ( i . ) ) ( l -x )  n. [] 
Following the notation of Corollary 3.2, for 2 I- n we define 
Bn(2)= {a E Bn: a=ala2. . . tr~, trl <r  "'" <r  a;. . . . . . .  trn_;.:,., <r  "'" <ran} 
where F is defined to be a partial order such that i = i" and which otherwise is the 
usual linear order on integers: 1 - T < r 2 -- 2 < r "'" < r n = ft. We have 
Corollary 3.3. Let n E P and let ~ : An --, Q[x] be the ring homomorphism defined 
by (2) and (3). Then 
2"n!~(hn(X-.~))= ~ (-x) d'.'~#~. 
4. An. power symmetric functions under ¢~ 
The most interesting results come through looking at the Aa.(x,.~)-power symmetric 
functions under the homomorphism. Here, the result is a nice analogue of main result 
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from the Sn case [2]. Furthermore, the resulting polynomial can be reduced to an 
expression involving Eulerian polynomials, showing easily that the polynomial is both 
unimodal and symmetric. We prove the following. 
Theorem 4.1. Let n E P, let (2,p) F- n, and let ~ : AB ~ Q[x] be the ring homomor- 
phism defined by (2) and (3). Then 
n ! 2n .  ~(p;.(x)p#(x))= ~ xdeB(a). (20) 
Z27"P a~fl,(,;.op) 
Proof. We begin with expression (7), 
2tlx)+t(~) pz(x)p~(.~)= ~ ( -1 )  n-t(~)-t(p)-:(~) ~ w(f)e~(X +.~)ep(X-.~). 
(:<,a)t-,, s~s~'.",, 
Multiplying by lhe size of the (2,p) conjugacy class and applying ( to both sides we 
have, 
_ _  2"n!  2"n! ~(p;.(x)p~,(~))= ~,  (-1)"-t('i-t(P)-t"(~) ~,  w(f).2t(:.)+#(, ) 
Z) Zp ( :t, II )l-n Z).Zp 3~ "p SE ,., 
I11 l ( , ) (  X):C, _ l l):C _i ) 1- " (1 - +x(x-  × 
i=l 2~'~ti! 
t(p) x H ( ( l  --x)P'-I --x(l --x)P'- ') 
i=1 2P'fli! 
( . )w . ,  
( -1)  :~") - -  ~ ~...~,.~p~...p,~) Z:.2,~.)+,.) 
I(~t) 
X H( (X  -- 1) ~'-I +X( I  --X) ~'-I ) 
i=l 
t(p) 
x H((x -  1 )/~,- I _ x(x -  1 )p,-I ). (21) 
i=1 
Recall that ¢P(p) denotes the number of rows of # filled with fl-bricks. For f E ~'~'fp, 
let lTil):XT12)'''17(kiflollifl~(2)'''f16(/), (k "Jr- ! = !(2) + l(p)), denote the lengths 
of the bricks which appear at the end of the rows. We may express the multinomial 
coefficient as 
n 
( ~1 - • - ~11:~),1 • - - fll(~) ) 
n(n - l)(n - 2) . - .  (n - +. ((la.~)S 1~, (n  - 1(;,.) - i(!a)~ (22) 
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where 0~(f) denotes ~1~2" '~t(~) with ~j - 1 replacing uj if ~j appears at the end 
of a row. The notation is similar for/~(f). This notation will enable us to cancel 
the weights of the bricks at the end of the rows in the tableaux. Again considering 
expression (21), we have 
2 n. _ - / (2 ) -  l(/t) w(f)  
~(p~.(x)p~(~)=zizu Z (-'I)P(/O Z ~(f )~( f )  z2zt~21(~)+tO0 
x n(n -- 1Xn - 2) . . -  (n - ( ! (2 )  + l (#)  + 1))  
I(~) 
x H( (x  - 1) a'-I +x( l  -x )  " - I )  
i=i 
t(/~) 
× n((x - l)p,-, -x (x -  l)p,-,) 
i=1 
{n - t(2) - 1(/.0'~ 
= ~ (-i)"(.) ~ k ~(f)~(/) ) 
xn(n -- I Xn - 2) . . - (n -  (1(2)+ l (p )  + 1)) 
x H( (x  - 1) "-1 +x( l  -x )  " - I )  
i=1 
l(#) 
x H( (x  -- l) ~'-~ --x(x -- l~a'-t). (23) 
i=l 
The right-haM side of expression (23) corresponds to a sum of signed weigh~l 
combinatorial objects. Let NO denote the set of these objects. After we describe t~ 
elements in ~k ,  we will verify that 
( n -  ! (2) - / (g) '~ n(n-  1Xn-2) ' "  (n - (1(2)+ 1(/~) + ! )) 
I(~) I(#) 
x n ( (x - l ) " - '  +x( l -x ) " - ; )H( (x - I )  ~'-' -x (x - I )  ~'-') 
i=1 i=| 
= ~ sOn(o)w(o). (24) 
oE~aa~ 
Then we will define two sign reversing weight p~:~'ng  involutions on the ob~-'ts 
in (~  such that the fixed points will give expression (20). 
The objects in ~a# are elements of ..~',~.~ such that each brick is filled with a 
decreasing sequence of integers from the set {1,2 ..... n}. Each integer appears exa~y 
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once in a tabloid, and the smallest integer in each row appears in the last cell of the 
last brick in the row. By definition, each row of an f E .~';..~ is filled with either 
~t-brici.:s or fl-bricks. In addition, each or-brick and fl-brick can be weighted in one of 
two ways, as described below. 
For each ~,t-brick ai 1 ~<i~<l(:t), in the tabloid, let :¢i denote its length, then for a 
brick ai either 
( : t l )  the weight of each of  the cells, w(c)-), 1 ~j<~ti, of ai is defined as 
1 if cj is at the end of the brick, 
w(cj) = I or x otherwise, 
and the sign of each cell is defined as 
= f - I  i fw(c j )= l  and cj is not at the end of  a brick, 
SgH(Cj ) 
• I. + 1 otherwise, 
or 
(a2) the weight of each of  the cells, w(cj), 1 <~j<.cti, of ai is defined as 
; if  cj is at the end of the brick, 
w(cj) = or x otherwise, 
and the sign of each cell is defined as 
- i i f  w(cj) = x and cj is not at the end of a brick, 
s qn(cj) = +!  otherwise. 
For each /C-brick bi, l<~i<~l(fl), in the tabloid let Be denote its length, then for a 
brick bi either 
(131) the weight of  each of the cells, w(cj), 1 <~j~fli, of b~ is defined as 
i if cj is at the end of the brick, 
w(c/) = I or x otherwise, 
and the sign of each cell is defined as 
- I  if w(cj) = 1 and cj is not at the end of a brick, 
s qn(c j )= -1  i fw(c j )= i  and cj is at the end of a brick 
which is last in a row of part it, 
+ ! otherwise, or 
(132) the weight of each of the cells, w(cj), l<~j<.fli, of bi is defined as 
w(c,) = {'~ or x otherwise,ire) is at the end o f the  brick, 
and the sign of each cell is defined as 
+1 if w(cj) = x and cj is not at the end of a brick, 
s.qn(c i) = +1 if w(cj) = x and cj is at the end of a brick 
• which is last in a row of part It, 
- I otherwise. 
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~t-bricks: I I I I 
XXXXg|  | I i $ IX  " 
X X X X X I -1 - !  -1 - I  -X 
13-bricks at end of row in p : ~ 
x x x x x -! - I  - I  - I  -1 x 
Fig. 9. Six types of bricks. 
The sign of an object sgn(o) is then defined as sgn(o) = l-I~=l sgn(cj), and the 
weight of an object w(o) is defined as w(o) = I-[~l w(cj). Bricks being weighted 
and signed according to (ctl) will be referred to as "regular :c-bricks', bricks being 
weighted and signed according to (~x2) will be referred to as "barred ~-bricks', bricks 
being weighted and signed according to ([31) will be referred to as 'regular/S-bricks', 
and bricks being weighted and signed according to (1~2) will be referred to as 'barred 
/~-brieks'. An example of the combinatorial objects is given in Fig. I I in which the 
first involution is demonstrated. The shaded bricks correspond to/~-bricks. 
Now we verify that (24) holds. The second sum on the left hand side ef  (24) clearly 
shows that the objects are tabloids in J~.'~,... The term 
n(n - l)(n - 2)- - -  (n - (1(2) + 1(#) - 1)) 
corresponds to filling the last cell in the last brick of each row with an integer, say 
ebe2,...,eto.)+t~#). The multinomial coefficient fills all of the remaining cells with 
decreasing sequences from { 1,2 . . . . .  n} -  {el, e2 . . . . .  et(;~-t(~)}. For each row in 2,p., we 
find the smallest integer in the row and exchange it with el. We rearrange the sequence 
in the brick which now contains ei such that the elements are in decreasing order, and 
we mark the cell which contains el. Each row gives rise to a number of combinations 
equal to its length. (See Fig. !0 for a simple example). If 2 = (It '2 t: - - -n I~) and 
pz = (Ira'2 m: "' nm"), then by dividing by It'2 t:...n/'l~*'2 m: -- -n m~ we may ignore 
the marks on the cells. We may also ignore the order on the rows by dividing by 
11!12!...ln!ml!m2!...m,!. Hence, by dividing by z~z v, we are left with only those 
-a./t f E d, ;.,, such that the bricks are filled with decreasing sequences of  integers where 
the smallest integer of each row is at the end of that row and such that the order of 
rows of the same length is insignificant. 
The weights assigned to the bricks come from the term 
• I(~) I (p)  )P , - I  
(-l)' ~)l-I((x- IY '-~ +x(! -xy'-~)I-[((x- ! -x (x -  l)a,-~). 
i=1 i=1 
The weights and signs for the ~-bricks are given by one of two terms. Either an 
•-brick of length ~i can be weighted by (x - 1 )7,- i where we use the convention that 
if c is a cell in the brick then sgn(c)w(c) = +x or sgn(c)w(c) = - !, unless c is the 
last cell in the brick in which case sgn(c)w(c) = +!.  Alternatively, an ~-brick can be 
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weighted by x(l -x )  ~-I ,  where we use the convention that if c is a cell in the brick 
then sgn(c )w(c )  = -x  or sgn(c )w(c )  = +1, unless c is the last cell in the brick in 
which case sgn(c )w(c )  = +x.  
The weights and signs for the p-bricks are also given by one of two terms. Either 
a ~-brick of length ~i can be weighted by (x - 1) #~-I, where we use the convention 
that if c is a cell in the brick then sgn(c )w(c )  = +x or sgn(c )w(c )  = -1 ,  unless 
c is the last cell in the brick in which case son(c )w(c )  = +1. We account for the 
term ( -  1 )t'(~) by requiting that sgn(c )w(c )  = - 1 if c is at the end of a brick which 
appears last in a row in part/~. Alternatively, a ~-brick can by weighted by x(1-x)  ~'- l ,  
where we use the convention that if c is a cell in the brick then sgn(c )w(c )  = -x  or 
sgn(c )w(c )  = +1, unless c is the last cell in the brick in which case sgn(c )w(c )  = +x.  
Again, we account for the tern1 ( -1 )  I~(~) by requiring that sgn(c )w(c )  = -x  if c is 
at the end of a brick which appears last in a row in part/z. We have verified (24), 
except for the 2 t(;')+l¢~) which we will address hortly. We will give two involutions 
on the objects in ~p.  
First  involution: For our involution, we check a tableau ntil we find the topmost 
leftmost occurrence of one of the eight conditions described below, and then we perform 
the corresponding operation. 
I. There is a decrease between the last element of a regular ~-brick and the first 
element in an adjacent regular ~-brick: If c denotes the last cell of the first brick, then 
sgn(c )w(c )  = +1. We joint the two bricks together and reverse the sign on c so that 
sgn(c )w(c )  = - !. 
2. There is a decrease between the last element of a barred ~t-brick and the first 
element in an adjacent barred ~t-brick: If c denotes the last cell of the first brick, then 
sgn(c )w(c )  = +x.  We join the two bricks together and reverse the sign on c so that 
son(c )w(c )  = -x .  
3. We see a cell c in a regular at-brick such that 30n(c )w(c )  = -1:  We cut the 
brick after cell c into two regular r~,-bricks and we reverse the sign on c so that 
son(c )w(c )  = + 1. 
4. We see a cell c in a barred ~-brick such that sgn(c )w(c )  = -x:  We cut the 
brick after cell c into two barred ~t-bricks and we reverse the sign on c so that 
son(c )w(c )  = +x.  
5. There is a decrease between the last element of a regular/~-brick and the first 
element in an adjacent regular/~-brick: If c denotes the last cell of the first brick, then 
sgn(c )w(c )  = +1. We join the two bricks together ~.,,a reverse the sign on c so that 
son(c )w(c )  = - 1. 
6. There is a decrease between the last element of a barred l~-brick and the first 
element in an adjacent barred/~-brick: If c denotes the last cell of the first brick, then 
sgn(c )w(c )  = -x .  We join the two bricks together and reverse the sign on c so that 
son(c )w(c )  = +x. 
7. We see a cell c in a regular t-brick such that sgn(c )w(c )  = -1:  We cut the 
brick after cell c into two regular /~-bricks and we reverse the sign on c so that 
sgn(c )w(c )  = + i. 
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8. We see a cell c in a barred ~-brick such that aon(c)w(c)= -Ix" We cut the brick 
after cell c into two barred t-bricks and we reverse the sign on c so that sgn(c)w(c) 
- - -x .  
The involution where (2) and (4) are performed is illustrated in Fig. l 1. Note that 
it is never the case that this involution will change the weight and sign of a cell which 
occurs last in a t-brick appearing at the end of a row in part/~. The fixed points of  
this involution will be tableaux in ~ '~ such that 
1. if c is the cell at the end of a regular ~-brick, then sgn(c)w(c) = +1, and 
otherwise sgn( c )w( c ) = +x, 
2. i f c  is the cell at the end of a barred ~-brick, then son(c)w(c ) = +x, and otherwise 
sgn(c)w(c) = + 1, 
3. if c is the cell at the end of a regular/~-brick, then sgn(c)w(c) = +1, unless 
the brick is at the end of a row of/~, in which case sgn(c)w(c) = -1 ,  and otherwise 
sgn(c)w(c) = +x, 
4. if c is the cell at the end of a barred p-b~ick, then sgn(c)w(c) = -x ,  unless 
the brick is at the end of a row of/z, in which case sgn(c)w(c) = +x, and otherwise 
sgn(c)w(c) = -- 1, 
5. the integer fillings decrease within regular and burred bricks and increase between 
adjacent bricks of the same type. 
An example of a fixed point is given in Fig. 12. 
Second involution: As shown in Fig. 9, after the first involution, we have six types 
of bricks. Note that the barred ~-bricks are the only bricks with negative weights. 
For the second involution, we will switch a row of ~-bricks to a row of/~-bricks 
arid vice versa. If a row of A contains an odd number of barred cells, then by changing 
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-1 -X -1 X X 1 -X -1 - I  
Fig. l l, First involution. 
[--- l[-q ~ ~ 
XX1 lX  1 1 1 X 
,, 
-1-X 1 X X I -x - I  X 
Fig. 12. Fixed point of  first involution. 








Fig. 14. Second involution i ~u. 
~-bricks to fl-bricks or vice versa, we will reverse the sign of the object. An example 
of this is shown in Fig. 13. 
Recall that if a fl-brick appears at the end of a row in/~, then the weight of the last 
cell is reversed in sign. Consequently, to reverse the sign of an object by switching 
~-bricks to//-bricks and vice versa in a row of g, the row must contain an even number 
of barred terms. This is illustrated in Fig. 14. Only the signs of the cells change; the 
involution preserves the number of x's in the tableau. 
The fixed points of this involution will be f E .~'~'f~ with the san l¢  properties as  
given after the first involution with the added property that each row o f / .  has an 
even number of barred terms and each row of # has an odd number of barred, terms. 
Because the overall sign of each row is positive, we may ignore the signs on the 
//-bricks; consequently, there is no longer a difference between ~-bricks and fl-bncks. 
Hence, we may divide by 2 t(~)+t(.~) and think of the objects as simply tableaux of shape 
2 * g and some type z such that the cells in a brick are of one of the following two 
types"  
( ! )  if c is the cell at the end of the brick, then son(c)w(c) = +x, and othenadse 
son(c)w(c) = +! ,  or 
(2) if c is the cell at the end of the brick, then sgn(c)w(c) = +1; otherwise 
sgn(c)w(c) = +x. 
A fixed point is illustrated in Fig. 15. 
Each brick contains a decreasing sequence of integers. We now regard the bricks 
of type ( ! )  above as regular bricks, and we consider the integers within these bricks 
to be regular integers. We regard the bricks of type (2) above as barred bricks, and 
we consider the integers within these bricks as being barred integers. Hence, the rows 
of ,~ have an even number of barred elements; they correspond to even cycles of a 
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Fig. 15. Fixed point of second involution. 
permutation. The rows of p have an odd number of barred elements; they correspond 
to odd cycles of a permutatioza. Note that the smallest integer always appears at the 
end of a row; if it is barred, then it will be the greatest in the cycle and is weighted 
by an x since a decedance occurs. 
On the other hand, if it is a regular number, then it is weighted with a 1, as it 
should be since the next element in the cycle will never cause a decedance. If i and j 
are regular numbers, then i < j -- i < o j, and a decedance occurs. However, if i and 
j are regular numbers and i'~] are their barred counterparts, then i < j -= i" >o  ], and 
a decedance does not occur. Also, if i is a regular number and ] is a barred number, 
then i < o ]. For example, the fixed point in Fig. 15 corresponds to a E 822 such that 
de(a) = 12 where 
a=(5  2 22 1)(20 17 13 7 14 11 3)(19 16 6 4)(15 18 10 12 21 8). 
Hence, we have enumerated the (2,p) conjugacy of Bn by decedances. [] 
Now we show in the following theorem that expression (20) can be simplified to 
an expression involving Sn descents. 
Theorem 4.2. Let ), be a partition of  n, then 
x aeB~') = ~ x aeB~') = 2 n-I ~ x a(#)+l, (25) 
aEB.((n),O) oEB.(O,(n)) oESn- t 
where d(a) is the S, descen~ statistic. 
Proof. We begin by giving a procedure to map aEBn((n),(~) to rES,_ I .  We illustrate 
each step involved with an example. Consider a E Bn((n),0) such that the largest 
element (with respect o the linear order O) is at the end of the cycle. 
o-=(7 4 2 3 17 3 6 ~) 1-0 8 ]) 
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Ignore the largest entry. Note that a decedance always occurs between the largest entry 
and the element at the beginning of the cycle; this will cause the +1 in (25). Regard 
the permutation as being in one line notation. In our example, ~r becomes 
Order the barred and regular integers with respect o the linear order O: 
24678 I I lO  953  
123456789 lO 
To get z E Sn-I, replace each integer in a' with the corresponding regular integer: 
x=42110693875 
Comparing decedances of ~ with descents of ~, we see that they occur in the same 
relative positions. In the example below, the elements which are a decedanc¢ or descent 
are marked underneath with a brace. 
0"=(7  ~4 2 ~3 1--1 ~5 6 ~9 '~!---0 8 1 ) 
3= 4 2 1 10 6 9 3 8 7 5 
Hence our construction shows that des(a) = d( z) + 1. 
Next, consider some z E S,_~. Depending on whether or not an integer is barred, 
each such r gives rise to 2 n- 1 different ~ E Bn. For example, let 
3=42 1 10693 8 7 5. 
We add the value n to the end of 3, giving 
3 '=42 1 10 6 9 3 8 7 5 11. 
Now, we can choose any of the first n -  1 elements to be barred. Because we must 
eventually obtain a cycle of even parity, i.e. an element in Bn((n),0), n must be regular 
or barred accordingly. In this example, say we choose to make the 1,3,5,9 and 10 
barred. Then, we must make the 11 barred also. We order the barred and the regular 
integers with respect o the linear order O, 
1 23456789 I0 !1 
246  7 8 !-~ 1- '69.53 [ 
and we obtain ~r E Bn((n),O) by replacing each integer in 3' with the corresponding 
regular or barred integer. We then regard the permutation as being in cycle notation: 
~=(742 3 I1 56§  108 1) 
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This map is clearly a bijection. By a similar argument, we have 
xde~(a) =2 n-I ~ x d(a)+l. [] 
aEB~(O.(n ) ) tiES,,- 
Theorem 4.2 implies the following. 
Coro l la ry  4 .1 .  
Z;.Zll ('(P;'(x)P"('~))= 2--~a) " Z xae~('~) 
a ~_ B. ( 2. g ) 
is both unimodal and .sTmmetric. 
Proof. Let 




((p;.(x)p,(~)) = H ~(p;.,lx)) H -~1 pt,,(:V)) 
i=1 i=l 
I().) xdeMa ) I~  v" - ~den( a ) 
~tr f fB. .  ),o, " L-'aEhrq0,.,))a' 
=H ~-11~ ~-~ 
i=l i=l 
I(;.) 2; _lAk_!(x) ~ 2,_ lA , , _ ! (x  ) 
=H~-s i5  11 2.  l)! 
i : !  ~'"  "'" /=l - ; " " -1 i -  
_1  t~ A;,_l(X) t~ A,,_,(x) 
21(;')+1(I') ~ (lti - ! )!" 
i=l i=l 
Recall that A,(x) is well known to be unimodal and symmetric [5]. [] 
Next. we derive a generating function for the polynomials in Theorem 4.2, i.e., we 
derive a generating function for the Eulerian polynomials. Let/~.(t) = ~k ~-o ek(X-X)t k, 
then 
= ~----, ( I -x )  k-! -X ( I  -x )  k-! tk .~(F:(t)) Z=., 2kk! 
k~-O 
x- - ,  ( I - x )~: ~. et ( ! _.~ ) 
= 2.., ~ t  = " (26) 
We use (141 and (26) to derive the following well-known expression. 
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Corollary 4.2. 
t k 1 -- x 
Z ~. Z xa(~'+' (27) l - -  xe t(I-x) '
k >~O aESA 
where d(a) is the S, descent statistic. 
Proof. We let ;~(t)= Ek>>.opk(x)t* = ½(P(t)+ P(t)) where P( t )= Ek>.opk(X +'X)t k 
and P(t) = Zk>~opk(X- "~)¢,. We will use the identity P(t) = _d  iog((E(-t)) = 
E'l-,) (see [10]). Using (14), we compute E(-t) 
~(E(-t)) = ~_x(e  '(x- I) i2 _ xet(I--'012 ), 
SO that 
- -  i ^t( x -  I )/2 ~(E'(-t)) = -~-(~ + xet(I-x)/2). 
Then 
~(-E ' ( - t ) )  (1 -x)(1 + xe tO-x)) 
~(P(t)) 
~(E(-t))  2(1 -xe  '0-~)) 
Similarly, using (26) we compute ~(P(t))= ½(1 -x ) .  Hence, 
I ( ( l -x ) ( l+xe  'O-x ' )++l  x )  l -x  
((.~'(t)) ~-1C x-~ =~) - -  2(1 -xe('-~l)" 
and Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 give expression (27). [] 
5.  As .  Schur functions under 
5.1. The leading coefficient 
Here, we give an explicit expression fo r  the leading coefficient of the polynomial 
~(s;.(X + X)su(X - X)). Since the transition matrix between s~.(X + "X)s~(X - X.) 
and e~(X + X)e~(X - X )  is just a pair of the usual transition matrices, we begin our 
discussion by looking at ~(s~.(X + X))  and ~(su(X-  X) )  separately. We begin with 
expression (9), 
s;.(X + X)  = Y] K~.~,e,(X + X). 
Applying the homomorphism lo both sides and multiplying by 21~-112l! gives 
2 ti11;.l'-C(s~.(x + ~)) -- y~ 2 I~-I k 'K~),~(e=tX + Y))  
st-li I
K2. ~, I I ( ( !  - x)"- '  +x(x - Iy'-I). 
~I .-- ~l{:z) ] "" 
:~ F];. I i=l 
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The term of highest degree in (1 -x )  ~'-I +x(x -  1) ~-I  will be x ~', coming from 
the expansion of the second term. Therefore, in the product 
I (~) 
H ((I -xy  '-~ +x(x - l)~'-~), 
i=1 
the term of highest degree will simply be x I:'1, which is independent of the length 
of ~. Hence, the coefficient of the leading term xl~l is 
Z(  I .l 
• J-I;.I \~ :  . - .~z( - , ) ]  ' " 
Similarly, if we consider 
s , (X  - X )  = ~,  K~.~,e~(X - X) ,  
/~-I/~1 
apply the homomorphism to both sides, and multiply by 21~llpl!, we have 
21"llitl!~(s,,(X - X)) = ~ 2 Ivllpj!K~,~,~(e=(x - X) )  
/~t~1 
{ (1~1 ~- ,  = ~ k.a, ....a,#~ / K;.,,, 
P~-II, I 
I (#)  
x H( ( I  -x : , - ' - , ( l  - x : , - ' ) .  
i=1 
We see that the term of highest degree in (1 -x)/~'-I -x ( l  -x )  #'-t will be ( -x )  p' 
coming from the expansion of the second term. Therefore, in the product 
/(It) 
['I ((l -x)  #'-~ -x(l - x)#'-'), 
i= I 
the term of highest degree will be (-x) I~I, which is independent of the length of/Y. 
The coefficient of the leading term x I"I is 
( lit] ) - '  =( - l ) l , l f , '=( - I ) l , l f , ' .  (- i) l~l Z /Yl ...,13l(p) Kit's' 
P~-I..I 
Consequently, we have the following expression involving the leading coefficient. 
Proposition 5.1. Let 2 and It be partitions uch that IAI + IItl = n. Then the leadin# 
term in ~(s;.(X + X)s~,(X - X)) is of degree n and has coefficient 
( - ! ~1~,1 . 
- 7"." - -  z t, 
2.1zl~itl! f f '  
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When applying the homomorphism as defined by (1) to the usual Schur fimctions, 
Brenti shows that the polynomial ~(s~) has leading coefficient 
(-- l)l$(g)l f~(1) 
where/~(),) and E(2) correspond todiagrams which depend on 2 (see [2,4] for details); 
~(2) and ~(2) are more complicated than the simple shapes that arise in Proposition 
5.1. 
m 
5.2. Expressions using ~(h~,(X + X) )  and ~(h~(X - X) )  
The following expression involves a new Bn pemmtation statistic which depends on 
a fixed partition of n. 
Theorem 5.1. Let n E P, let 2 be a partition of n, and let ~ : Aa - ,  Q[x] be the ring 
homomorphism defined by (2) and 43). Then 
2nn!~(s~.(X + X) )  = ~ rB.~.(a), 
aEBn 
where rs,~.(¢7) = ~'<tl-n K~,- I.Yd~''(a). 
Proof. We begin with expression (10) 
s~(X+2)= ~: K~?~h~(X+2). 
~l--n 
We multiply by the s~ze of Bn and apply ~ to both sides, which gives 
2nn!~(s~(X +x))  = E K~2nn!~(h~( X + X)). 
"f~'n 
Substituting expression (18) for 2~n!~(h~(X +X) ) ,  we have 
2nn!~(s~.(X + X)) = E K~2 E xa"'(¢)= ~ E K~ xa~''(~)" [] 
~t-n aEB~ aEB. ~t-n 
We have a simpler exp~ssion when we consider s~(X - X )  under ~. 
Theorem 5.2. Let n E P, let p be a cartition of  n, and let ~ : AB --~ Q[x] be the ring 
homoraorphism defined by (2) and (3). Then 
2~n[~(sp(X - X) )  = f~(l  - x) n = f "  ~ 6n(a)x d'(e). 
¢EB. 
Proof. We begin with expression (10) 
s.(X - ~)  = E Ki.'~h~(X - 2). 
#~-n 
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We multiply by the size of Bn and apply ~ to both sides, which gives 
2~n!((sz(X - X) )  = ~ K~.~2"n!((hp(X - X)).  
#~-n 
Substituting expression (19) for 2nn!((hp(X- X)),  we have 
2"n!~(sg(X- X ) )= E K~-,~ .B , . . . ,B /{p) ( l -x )n  
#~-n 
= fZ( l  - x) n. 
The second equality of the theorem follows from Theorem 3.2. [] 
6. The remaining Ae.  bases raider 
It remains to consider the AB, monomial and forgotten symmetric functions under 
the homomorphism. 
We can express 2"n!((m;.(X + X) rnu(X-  X)) as a sum of signed and weighted 
combinatorial objects. We begin by expressing the ABo monomial symmetric functions 
in terms of the AB,, power symmetric functions as given by (8): 
" ~#)~_ ~.~,i~zlzl( l)t(~.'+t(~;-t(~'+t(P'+v'(P)w(f)p~p m~.mt~ = - -  _ 
(~t n f 
Multiplying by 2"n! and applying the homomorphism to both sides, we have 
2nn! . ~ . 2"n!~(m;.r~l, ) = (_l)l(;.)+l(P) ~ ~ (-l)t{~}+t(P)+r'(P)w(f)_----S-_ ~(p~pp). 
(~.~ff)}'- n f E.~'i:: zxzp 
(28) 
We interpret 2"nt " ~(p~pp)  as being the sum of objects in (~bBp. Therefore, we interpret 
the objects in (28) as being the objects in 6p~ upon which we superimpose mpty 
bricks of lengths 2z . . . . .  2t{z) and pz . . . . .  #t{z) such that each row of the diagram of 
shape ~ •/J contains either all p-bricks or all 2-bricks. The weight of an object in (28) 
is the usual weight of object of e~p multiplied by the weights of the superimposed 
bricks. (The weights of bricks are defined on page 6.) The sign of an object in (28) 
is the sign of the corresponding object of (~flp multiplied by ( -  i )t{~}+t{p)+r'(p}, i.e. the 
last superimposed brick in each row has sign - I ,  except for the p-bricks in part /I 
2nnl ~ which have sign +1. By making a substitution for ~(p~pp) ,  we may express (28) 
as 
2"n!~(m~d h,)= ( -  1 )/{;.~+to,} ~ ~ 1._~_(_ i )t{~)+t{p)+r'(p) w( f )  
E xdeM a) 
oEB,,(x,#) 
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Using the appropriate transition matrices, similar expressions can be derived for 
m;.(X + -R)J~(X - X) ,  f; .(X + X)m~,(X - "X), and f~.(X + X)f~,(X - X )  under (. This 
completes our discussion of  permutation enumeration of  the hyperoctahedrai group. 
The results discussed here in conjunction with the study of  permutation enumeration 
of  Sn [2] suggest that it will be possible to study permutation enumeration of  other 
Coxeter groups in the same spirit. Stembridge [16] has provided the guidelines for the 
ordinary representations of  Dn, and studyivg permutation enumeration of  Dn will likely 
be our next pursuit. 
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